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ABSTRACT: In the present work, the effect of heteroatomic
hydrogen bonding on the properties of −OH/−NH-terminated
soft-segment-free polymers, viz, polyurethane (P-UT), polyurea (P-
UR), and their hybrid (P-UT−UR), is explored. P-UT was
synthesized from phloroglucinol and P-UR was synthesized from
1,3,5-triazine-2,4,6-triamine by employing hexamethylene diisocya-
nate as a counterpart. P-UT exhibited a spherulitic structure with
varying sizes, whereas P-UR displayed a fibrillar structure character-
istic as that of crystalline hard segments. The P-UT−UR hybrid
exhibited a fine nanospherulitic structure with a high order of
interconnectivity. Negative surface skewness values of −0.47 and
−0.18 were measured (by AFM) for P-UT and P-UT−UR,
respectively, which revealed that the surface is not smooth and is
covered with features. Due to the increased H-bonding (−N−H···O−H) in P-UT−UR, its transparency decreased. A block
copolymer hybrid of urethane−urea was synthesized, which preferred homoatomic H-bonding, whereas random urethane/urea
bridges favored hetreoheteroatom H-bonding. A pentafluorophenyl end-functional hybrid (PFI−P-UT−UR) was synthesized, which
displayed filaments of ∼2−3 μm length in contrast to the interconnected nanospherulitic structure observed for P-UT−UR. The
self-aggregation and end folding led to the formation of a filament structure. By altering the chemical structure slightly, nano-ordered
polyurethanes or their hybrids can be achieved.

1. INTRODUCTION

Polyurethanes (P-UTs) and polyureas (P-Us) are multi-
purpose materials. They find wide applications in diverse
fields such as textile fibers, biomaterials, membranes, coatings,
and adhesives.1−3 They generally comprise a relatively flexible
component (soft segment) and a relatively polar/stiff
component (hard segment). The hard−soft segment arrange-
ment is the prime impetus for the peculiar morphology of P-
UTs.4,5 The thermodynamic incompatibility between segments
offers microphase separation.6,7 However, P-UTs derived
without using a soft segment have seldom been investigated
(soft-segment-free P-UTs).8−13 The morphology changes in
these polymers do not depend much on the hard−soft segment
topology concept (seen in conventional P-UTs) but on other
factors. Secondary forces such as hydrogen bonding play a key
role in dictating the microstructure of macromolecules. H-
bonding between polymer chains leads to microphase
separation, which in turn changes the morphology of
polymers.14−16 The soft-segment-free P-UTs attract great
interest as they enable easy manipulation of morphology and
a more in-depth understanding of the supplementary role
played by secondary forces in P-UTs.

Goddard et al. synthesized P-UTs with hard segments that
had pendant trialkylammonium groups quaternized with alkyl
halides. The P-UT cationomers thus formed showed better
microphase separation and superior mechanical properties than
their nonionic precursors due to strong interurethane hydro-
gen bonding between the carbonyl and the urethane −N−H
groups in the cationomer.17 In one of the studies, it was found
that the hydrogen bonding between two urethane moieties (or
two urea moieties) improves the microphase separation.18

Heteroatomic H-bonding between electronegative atoms such
as nitrogen or oxygen and hydroxyl groups displays enhanced
properties than those exhibited between hydroxyl groups. This
is achieved by the addition of heteroatomic molecules
equipped with additional hydrogen-acceptor moieties.19,20

The increased strength of heteroatomic hydrogen bonding
when compared to homoatomic hydrogen bonding is
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associated with the increased delocalization energy of lone
pairs of heteroatoms. It is known that larger delocalization
energies correspond to stronger H-bonds.21 Formation of these
kinds of multiple hydrogen bonds not only increases the
strength of the interaction but also affords unique hydrogen-
bonded architectures. The thermal and physical properties of
epoxy resin were enhanced by embedding a heteroatom
containing a hydrogen acceptor, to induce multiple hydrogen
bonding.22,23 In the work of Zhu et al., hydrogen bonding was
utilized to improve the miscibility between unsaturated
polyester and epoxy networks by inserting bisphenol A,
which contains strong electronegative atoms and therefore
forms strong heteroatomic H-bonds. The same functional
group can form multiple hydrogen bonds depending on the
donor/acceptor molecule employed and also on the multiple
sites capable of engaging these intermolecular interactions.24

During the studies of hydrogen bonding in thiophenols,
David and Hallam found the presence of stronger hydrogen
bonding in S−H···O and S−H···N and least hydrogen bonding
in S−H···S, using FTIR spectroscopy.25 In another report, it
was found using STO-3G ab initio studies that CO···H−N
has a stronger relative stability (9.4 kcal/mol), followed by
amide−H2O (7.4 kcal/mol), and least stability for H2O−H2O
(6.5 kcal/mol).26

Heteroatomic H-bonding also leads to polymer chain self-
assembly and influences the solid-state morphology of a
polymer material. These strong supramolecular interactions
can modify the thin film morphology too. In the work of
Ocheje et al., the solid-state morphology of conjugated
polymers (based on diketopyrrolopyrrole) was modulated by
incorporating amide-containing alkyl side chains. The inter-
molecular hydrogen bonds formed between adjacent amide
moieties directly affected the lamellar packing of the polymer
and aggregation, without affecting the π-conjugation. It is
reported that the change in the pore size and shape occurs due
to the presence of heteroatomic H-bonding.27 The presence of
heteroatomic H-bonding increases the pore size and decreases
the number of pores due to their strong interaction.
Transformation of nanofibers to nanospheres was achieved
via heteroatomic H-bonds.23 Because supramolecular inter-
actions can be formed and broken reversibly under a variety of
external conditions, supramolecular copolymer thin films with
a cylindrical morphology can potentially give rise to nano-
porous membranes featuring recognition sites arrayed within
the nanopores.
End-group functionalization of polymers would facilitate a

wide range of applications by permitting the way for block
copolymers, attachment of specific active groups, access of
building blocks for supramolecular self-assembly units, and so
on.28 P-UTs can be synthesized as end-functionalized macro-
molecules, and later the chain ends can be terminated with
appropriate molecules to result in end-terminated P-UT. These
materials having different terminal structures will have different
morphologies and properties. In end-terminated P-UTs,
polymer chain ends will have more degrees of freedom and
can undergo surface modification through the formation of the
molecular overlayers produced by chain folding and align-
ment/packing of adjacent chains.22,29 Terminal −OH groups
were found to associate in dynamic aggregates of various sizes.
To cite some examples of end-terminated polymers, penta-
fluorobenzene (PFB) end-capped poly(3-octyl) thiophene
exhibited excellent solubility in a range of polar solvents,
bearing rapid “click”-type nucleophilic aromatic substitutions

at ambient temperature.30 End-group-functionalized polymer
brushes were synthesized with bromide-terminated poly-
[oligo−(ethylene glycol)methyl ether methacrylate], which
under mild conditions were used for the transformation of the
polymer end-groups into cyclopentadiene having excellent
antifouling properties.31 A P-UT-based prepolymer which was
further end-capped with strong hydrogen bonding ureidopyr-
imidinone, pyrimidinedione, and ethanol groups led to an
increase in mechanical properties. The quadruple hydrogen
bonding was found to be capable of increasing the mechanical
properties and also the toughness.32

In this work, end-functional P-UT, poly(urea) [P-UR], and
the poly(urethane−urea) [P-UT−UR] hybrid are synthesized
and their H-bonding orientations are studied. The effects of
solvents on the morphology of polymers is investigated. End-
terminated polymers are synthesized and their morphological
differences are recorded using field emission-scanning electron
microscopy (FESEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM).
The surface aggregation behavior of end-functional and end-
terminated polymers is tracked by contact angle (CA)
measurements. Block polymers (urethane-block-urea) are
synthesized to observe the surface morphology change vis-a-̀
vis the random (urethane-ran-urea) macromolecule.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

2.1. Synthesis and Characterization of P-UT, P-UR,
and P-UT−UR Polymers. Initially, −OH functional P-UT,
−NH2 functional P-UR, and −OH/−NH2 functional P-UT−
UR were synthesized, and final polymers were obtained by
precipitation/drying. On comparing the FTIR spectra (Figure
1) of P-UT, P-UR, and P-UT−UR, the stretching frequency in

Figure 1. FTIR spectra of P-UT, P-UR, and P-UT−UR indicate the
splitting of peaks in P-UR and P-UT−UR in the region 3300−3500
cm−1. A broad peak at 3378 cm−1 is attributed to hydrogen bonded
−OH groups.
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the CO and C−N region supports the formation of urethane
and urea bridges, respectively, in the polymers. In P-UT, a
broad single peak at 3378 cm−1 indicates the presence of
hydrogen-bonded −OH groups. In P-UR, the peaks that
appeared as a doublet (split) at 3341 and 3211 cm−1 indicate
the presence of −NH and end-functional −NH2 groups. In P-
UT−UR, the broad multiple peaks observed at 3316 and 3211
cm−1 endorse the presence of both hydrogen-bonded −OH
and −NH groups. The H-bond possibilities in P-UT, P-UR,
and P-UT−UR are between −O−H···O−H−, −N−H···N−
H−, and −N−H···O−H− respectively.
Formation of the products was further confirmed from the

proton NMR spectra (Figure 2). From the NMR spectra, all
the functional groups are recognized from their corresponding

peaks. The peak of the highly H-bonded end-located −OH
group in P-UT is observed at δ = 9.8 and the peaks of H-
bonded −NH are noted at δ = 9.4 and δ = 8.9, respectively. In
P-UR, the peaks of the end-located −NH2 groups are observed
at δ = 9.5. Signals at δ = 9.2, 8.9, and 8.8 correspond to−NH−
CO in different chemical environments. The H-bonded
protons are more deshielded due to a decrease in electron
density over the proton. As P-UT−UR is a hybrid of P-UT and
P-UR, all the signals are retained in the hybrid spectra vis-a-̀vis
P-UT/P-UR alone. The shift in the values of −OH, −NH,
−NH−COO indicates the presence of H-bonding. Non-
hydrogen-bonded −OH (δ = 9.0) shifted to δ = 9.8 due to H-
bonding. The same is the case for the NH2 group (δ = 6 is
shifted to δ = 9.5).

Figure 2. Proton NMR spectra of P-UT, P-UR, and P-UT−UR.

Figure 3. FESEM images of P-UT, P-UR, and P-UT−UR. P-UT−UR features a fine porous web-like morphology.
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To see the changes in key thermophysical properties, glass
transition temperature of polymers was determined by the
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) method (Figure S1a).
The Tg values were found to be 90, 178, and 100 °C for P-UT,

P-UR, and P-UT−UR, respectively. Also, the softening points
of the polymers were 134, 171, and 145 °C for P-UT, P-UR,
and P-UT−UR, respectively (softening point apparatus
method, Figure S1b). The film-forming tendency of all the

Figure 4. Topography and phase images of (a) P-UT and (b) P-UT−UR films obtained using AFM studies and (c) histogram profile showing the
particle size distribution in polymers.
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polymers was examined physically. It is noted that P-UT is
capable of forming transparent and reasonably good flexible
films (solvent-borne and by heating/pressure at 150 °C). P-UR
could not form a film by both preparation methods, and it
merely remained as a powder. Meanwhile, hybrid P-UT−UR
formed a brittle transparent film (by both preparation
methods) (Figure 3 inset).
The FESEM images of the synthesized polymers (Figure 3),

P-UT, P-UR, and P-UT−UR, revealed that morphologies of
the polymers varied significantly with respect to the chemical
structure and H-bonding. P-UT exhibited a spherulitic
structure with varying sizes, whereas P-UR displayed a fibrillar
structure characteristic of that of crystalline hard segments.33

Interestingly, P-UT−UR exhibited a fine nanospherulitic
structure with a high order of interconnectivity, which could
possibly be attributed to the varying degrees of H-bonding in
these polymers. To explore more about the morphology and
phases of the polymers, AFM analysis was carried out in the
contact mode and in the tapping mode. Figure 4a,b shows the
topography and phase images of P-UT and P-UT−UR films,
respectively. AFM analysis of P-UR could not be done due to
the lack of the film formation tendency of the polymer. The
observations from the topography images of P-UT and P-UT−
UR were complementary to those of FESEM images with a
spherulitic structure and an ordered interconnected nano-
spherulitic structure. The phase images showed no evidence of
the second phase, pointing to the existence of only a single
phase corresponding to the hard segment. This infers that by
changing the urethane and urea bridges in polymers (and
hybridizing), polymer properties have significantly changed
(vide infra).
From the topographic images, the surface roughness (Sa),

roughness parameters (surface skewness and surface kurtosis),
and particle size distributions were calculated. The surface
roughness of P-UT was 29.7 nm, whereas that of the P-UT−
UR film was 25.3 nm. Surface skewness (Ssk) is a measure of
asymmetry of the profile about the mean plane and illustrates
load carrying capacity, porosity, and characteristics of films.
Negative Ssk values of −0.47 and −0.18 for P-UT and P-UT−
UR revealed that the surface is not smooth and is covered with
features. Surface kurtosis (Sku) is a measure of the distribution
of the features on the surface and is useful for evaluating
randomness of surface heights. Surfaces with more random
features possess a value of greater than 3.34−36 Sku of P-UT of
4.0 nm indicates that its surface is more random compared to
that of P-UT−UR with a Sku value of 3.6 nm, which also
accounts for the higher Sa value noted for P-UT. The particle
size distribution extracted from the topography image of P-UT
is shown in the overlaid histogram profile (Figure 4c), which
revealed that the particle sizes varied from ∼50 to 330 nm. The
histogram profile of P-UT−UR pointed toward the existence
of particles from ∼1 to 250 nm.
Subsequently, surface aggregation behaviors of polymers

were explored. For this, interaction of polymers with water
molecules with respect to time of contact was studied by static
CA measurements (Figure 5a). Toward this, thin films
(coating) of all the polymers were prepared by spray coating,
and a water droplet of 5 μL volume was dropped over the
polymer surface and CA was recorded for a duration of 300 s.
In all cases, CA decreased with time. P-UT, P-UR, and P-UT−
UR showed CA values of 113, 76, and 81° initially (0 s), which
shifted to 109, 69, and 71°, respectively, after 300 s. This
hydrophobic character of P-UT may be due to its highly

compact structure, whereas decreased CA of P-UR and P-UT−
UR may be due to more water-interacting groups such as NH−
CO−NH− bonds. If H-bonding sites exist high in number,
polymer chains will interact with water molecules (as it is a H-
bonding molecule) instantaneously, which leads to a secondary
surface orientation of the polymer chain. P-UT exhibited a
drop in CA of 4°, P-UR exhibited a drop of 7°, whereas P-
UT−UR recorded a dip of 10°. This indicates that P-UT−UR
is more H-bonded compared to P-UT and P-UR. The
reduction in CA is due to the surface orientation.37 Another
observation is P-UT is hydrophobic and the other P-UR and P-
UT−UR are hydrophilic in character. Even after interaction
with water, the polymers are retaining the hydrophobic/
hydrophilic character (no shift from hydrophobic to hydro-
philic is noted).
To see the impact of H-bonding, the UV−visible spectra of

the P-UT and P (UT−UR) films (P-UR could not form a film)
were recorded (Figure 5b). It is observed that both the P-UT
and P (UT−UR) hybrids are able to absorb visible light. The
maximum transparency of P-UT−UR (44%) is lower than that
of P-UT (59%). This decrease in transparency of P-UT−UR is
due to increased H-bonding (−N−H···O−H). If the structure
has hydrogen bonding (more compact), light cannot be
transmitted easily and will be trapped. Hence, transparency will

Figure 5. (a) CA of P-UT, P-UR, and P-UT−UR with respect to time
of contact and (b) transparency of P-UT and P-UT−UR films.
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be less. These studies clearly identified further the influence of
H-bonding in these polymers.
It is interesting to see the reason for the formation of a

nanoporous morphology in the P-UT−UR hybrid. The
rationale can be the heteroatom hydrogen bonding. In the P-
UT−UR hybrid, −NH−CO−NH (urea bridge) and −O-CO−
NH− (urethane bridge) are present randomly as the reaction
was carried out in one-shot. This random array of bridges may
lead to a stabilized and more suitable orientation, resulting in a
nanoporous morphology. The nanoporous nature can also be
due to the bulkiness of groups, which pull apart the chains to
provide porous nature.19,38,39

With a perception that the more ordered urethane and urea
block will behave differently, their block copolymer was
synthesized (two-step route). In this attempt, the block
copolymer hybrid (BC-PUU hybrid) was synthesized by
initially reacting hexamethylene diisocyanate with phlorogluci-
nol for 3 h at 125 °C with continuous stirring under a N2
atmosphere (P-UT chains are formed with −NCO end
groups), followed by the addition of melamine solution to
the reacting mixture to result polyurea block. After 2 h of
reaction, the polymer was precipitated in ice cold water and
dried under vacuum. On comparing the spectrum with that of
P-UT−UR, the −OH peak shifted to a higher wavenumber
(from 3316 to 3405 cm−1) in the BC-PUU hybrid (Figure S2),
which indicates the decrease in H-bonding of the −OH group.
This result seems to be interesting as the blocks are formed
(polyurethane block−poly urea block) in an ordered manner,
the possibility of easy orientation and heteroatom H-bonding
is restricted. This may be the rationale for reduction in H-
bonding in the block hybrid. The FESEM image of the block-
hybrid featured no special morphology (Figure S3). The
alignment of polymer chains in BC-PUU is “regionally”
ordered favoring homoatom H-bonding (Figure 6). They
have more affinity for homoatomic H-bonding (−O−H···O−
H or −N−H···N−H) due to the specific arrangement. The H-
binding sites are randomly distributed in P-UT−UR such that
they have more exposure to the strong heteroatomic H-
bonding (−O−H···N−H). This piece of experiment clearly
marks the efficacy of heteroatom H-bonding in polymers.
Solubility of all polymers was recorded by dissolving

polymers in the DMF solvent. Intention of this study is to
observe the difference in the solvent−polymer interactions.
About 1.0 g of each polymer was attempted to dissolve in 3.0
mL of DMF at 125 °C (for 20 min). P-UT and P-UT−UR
dissolved completely, whereas P-UR remained insoluble even
for an extended time. The presence of free hydroxyl groups in
P-UT and P-UT−UR may favor interaction with the polar
DMF solvent resulting in dissolution. The more polar nature of
the −OH group compared to that of −NH is the rationale here
for difference in solubility. Extended H-bonding in P-UR may
hinder the dissolution. To study the effect of solvents on the
surface morphology via the hydrogen bonding difference, the
polymers were interacted with selected solvents via immersion

(72 h). Most polar water (polarity index is 1.00) and least
polar THF (polarity index 0.21) were employed for the study.
Variation of the surface morphology was studied using FESEM
imaging (Figure 7). We observed no morphology change or

unusual morphology for P-UT in any of the solvents.
Meanwhile, P-UR (and hybrid) exhibited a porous morphol-
ogy in THF. (However, polymers in water retained the fused
globular structure.) Previous studies reported the formation of
a porous morphology in the presence of solvents due to
extensive H-bonding interactions. Also, with an increase in H-
bonding capacity, the porosity of the polymer is also
increased.40−42 From the FTIR spectra of P-UT (Figure S4),
P-UR (Figure S5), and P-UT−UR (Figure S6) in different
solvents, it can be seen that no chemical reaction takes place in
different solvents but physical interactions only take place.
The solubility parameter values of P-UTs are reported as δd

= 18.1, δp = 9.3, and δh = 4.5.43−45 By correlating the Hansen
hydrogen bonding parameter (δh) of solvents (Figure S7) and
P-UTs, it is found that δh values of THF and P-UTs are
comparable and hence it can be viewed that highest H-bonding
is possible in the THF−P-UT combination. Also, it supports
the extensive morphology change and porosity in the THF
solvent. The rationale for the porous morphology in P-UR-T
may be the H-bonding interaction, followed by the fast
evaporation of THF from the polymer in the drying process.
The H-bonded THF residing in polymer chains will pull apart
chains during the drying process. This H-bonded THF will
escape on drying by leaving a porous morphology. Solvents
exert a significant effect on the polymer morphology that the
H-bonding between the solvent and polymer site can result in
enhanced morphologies.46−48 Several studies reported the
formation of a porous morphology in the presence of solvents
that can induce extensive H-bonding. With an increase in H-
bonding capacity, porosity of polymers is increased.49,50 There
are studies that state the ability of proton-acceptor solvents
such as THF to tune morphologies from long fibers to
spherical aggregates. Wang et al. described the pathway-
dependent self-assembly of peptide bola-amphiphiles in water
with trace THF. The presence of trace THF (as a proton
acceptor) changes the H-bonding network giving rise to tuned

Figure 6. Schematic representation of hetero-/homoatomic H-bonding in BC-PUU and P-UT−UR hybrids.

Figure 7. FESEM images of P-UR and P-UT−UR films in the THF
solvent. Formation of voids due to the solvent−polymer interaction is
observed.
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morphologies from long fibers to spherical aggregates and
resulted shifts in luminescence and hydrophobicity. When
THF was replaced with ethanol, this property was lost.51 P-
UTs are highly capable of generating new chemical structures
and supramolecular morphologies. The unique properties of P-
UTs arise from the high degree of intermolecular hydrogen
bonding.
2.2. Synthesis and Characterization of End-Termi-

nated Polyurethane (PFI−P-UT) and Hybrid (PFI−P-UT−
UR) Polymers. End-functional polymers can be end-

terminated by the addition of reactive molecules and hence
H-bonding in polymers can be altered. These subtle changes
can have a massive impact on polymer properties. Toward this,
end-functional −OH/−NH groups in P-UT and P-UT−UR
were reacted with pentafluorophenyl isocyanate (PFI) to form
PFI−P-UT and PFI−P-UT−UR (PFI-functionalized polyurea
could not be synthesized because P-UR was not soluble in
DMF solvent in order to carry out the reaction). From the
FTIR spectra of PFI−P-UT (Figure S8), all the peaks and peak
values remain unchanged when compared to those of the P-

Figure 8. (a) FESEM images of PFI−P-UT and PFI−P-UT−UR and (b) topography and phase images of PFI−P-UT and (c) PFI−P-UT−UR
from AFM.
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UT spectrum. The extent of H-bonding is also comparable.
However, when the spectra of PFI−P-UT−UR and P-UT−UR
are compared (Figure S9), a drastic difference is found. The
heavily H-bonded broad peak at 3316 and 3211 cm−1 in P-
UT−UR is narrowed and shifted to 3342 and 3219 cm−1 after
functionalization. This indicates the reduction of H-bonding in
PFI−P-UT−UR. Thus, it can be finally confirmed that −N−
H···O−H H-bonding in P-UT−UR is stronger compared to
homoatomic H-bonding. Hence, functionalization of P-UT to
PFI−P-UT does not indicate any key changes in FTIR, but
functionalization of P-UT−UR to PFI−P-UT−UR shows a
notable change due to the hindrance of highly stable and
strong heteroatomic H-bonding (Figure S10).

The surface morphology of PFI−P-UT and PFI−P-UT−UR
was studied using FESEM analysis (Figure 8a). After
functionalization, the spherulitic structure of P-UT−UR was
changed to a fibrillar-/filament-like structure. PFI−P-UT−UR
displayed filaments of length ∼2−3 μm in contrast to the
interconnected nanospherulitic structure observed for P-UT−
UR. The heavily H-bonded P-UT−UR having heteroatomic
bonding leads to microphase separation and results in a porous
web-like structure. However, this highly stable H-bonding is
disturbed during the functionalization and the bonding sites/
strength is altered, which lead to a different bonding in the new
functionalized polymer having a more rigid filament-like
structure, due to decrease/variation in H-bonding sites/
strength. Attempts were made to characterize the morphology

Figure 9. Schematic representation of the formation of filaments in P-UT−UR after functionalization.
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using AFM, but due to the nature of the surface features, the
cantilever could not be properly engaged with the sample in
the contact mode and could not extract much information
about the surface parameters. However, the phase image
(Figure 8b,c) obtained by tapping mode analysis of the films
revealed that there was no phase separation. The change in the
morphology from porous to fibrillar/filament after functional-
ization (Figure 9) can be enlightened by the possibility of self-
assembly and end folding rearrangement during the process.
Due to the presence of a highly electronegative fluorine group
in pentafluorophenyl isocyanate, there is a possibility of
excessive heteroatomic hydrogen bonding in the polymer after
functionalization. This results in self-aggregation and end
folding, resulting in the formation of a rigid filament structure.
Surface aggregation studies were done using static CA

(Figure S11). From the CA readings, P-UT shows an initial
CA of 113°, which is reduced to 80° in PFI−P-UT
(hydrophobic to hydrophilic). This can be explained on the
basis of the morphology changes after functionalization. It can
also be inferred that PFI−P-UT has more H-bonding than P-
UT. The reverse is observed in the case of PFI−P-UT−UR.
Here, P-UT−UR showed an initial CA of 81°, which increases
to ∼90° after functionalization. The increased CA of PFI−P-
UT−UR may be due to the presence of microfilament
projections in its morphology. The UV−visible spectra of the
PFI−P-UT and PFI−P-UT−UR films were recorded and
compared with those of P-UT and P-UT−UR, respectively
(Figure S12a,b). In both the cases, the transparency of the film
gets decreased after functionalization. In the first case, for
PFI−P-UT, the initial transparency decreased from 56 to 36%
after functionalization. However, reverse is observed in the

case of PFI−P-UT−UR. Here, the transparency increased from
44 to 50% after functionalization. This study can further be
used for supporting the previously said theory that P-UT−UR
is heavily H-bonded and the H-bonding is lost after
functionalization. The Figure S12 inset shows the photographs
of P-UT, PFI−P-UT, P-UT−UR, and PFI−P-UT−UR films.

3. CONCLUSIONS

End-functional P-UT, P-UR, and P-UT−UR hybrid were
synthesized from phloroglucinol/melamine and hexamethylene
diisocyanate. P-UT and the P-UT−UR hybrid formed films,
whereas P-UR did not. FT-IR revealed the presence of
extensive H-bonding in the P-UT−UR hybrid vis- a-̀vis P-UT
and P-UR. The hybrid featured nanoporous spherulitic
structures, whereas other two polymers did not display any
peculiar morphology. However, on interaction with solvents of
varying hydrophobic strengths such as water/THF, the
morphology changed. The rationale for the exceptionally
different morphology and assembly observed in hybrids may be
due to the heteroatomic H-bonding involving −N−H···O−H.
Heteroatomic H-bonding forms a strong secondary interaction
compared to homoatomic H-bonding involving −O−H···O−
H and −N−H···N−H bonding. In another approach, end-
functional polymers were end capped by a reaction with
monoisocyanate, which gave an easy route to achieve a
nanofilament-rich polymer. The hybrid responded further
tightening of the polymer via “end-group capping”, which leads
to the closing of pores and further extension of assembly that
resulted in a nanofilament microstructure. This work
exemplifies that subtle changes in the polymeric structure

Scheme 1. Synthesis of P-UT, P-UR, and P-UT−UR Polymers Performed at 125 °C at Inert Temperature
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can offer exciting nano-ordered morphologies, which are
attributed to heteroatom H-bonding.

4. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

4.1. Materials. Phloroglucinol (98%, Avra Pvt. Ltd, India),
melamine (98%, Avra Pvt. Ltd, India), hexamethylene
diisocyanate (98%, Sigma-Aldrich, Germany), pentafluoro
isocyanate (97%, Sigma-Aldrich, Germany), dimethyl for-
mamide (≥99%, Central Drug House (P) Ltd.), acetone
(≥99.5%, Sigma-Aldrich), methyl ethyl ketone (≥99%, Sigma-
Aldrich), and tetrahydrofuran (≥99.9%, Sigma-Aldrich) were
used as received. All the reagents were used as such without
further purification.
4.2. Methods. 4.2.1. Synthesis of Functional Polyur-

ethane (P-UT). End functional polyurethane (P-UT) was
synthesized as follows. Hexamethylene diisocyanate (1.5 mol)
in 25 mL of DMF solvent was taken in a 500 mL round
bottom flask. Phloroglucinol (1.3 mol) was dissolved in DMF
(25 mL), which resulted in a clear solution. Dropwise addition
of phloroglucinol solution from the dropping funnel to the
isocyanate solution was conducted at 125 °C with continuous
stirring under a N2 atmosphere. The reaction was continued
for 5 h with continuous stirring. After ensuring the complete
absence of the −NCO group (from FTIR, the absence of the
peak at 2270 cm−1 corresponds to the −NCO group), the hot
clear solution was poured dropwise with continuous stirring to
about 3 L of ice cold water, where the polymer was
precipitated. The precipitate was filtered and dried at 120 °C
under vacuum for 18 h. The final dried product was subjected
to various analyses such as FTIR, DSC, thermogravimetric
analysis (TGA), X-ray diffraction, FESEM, and so forth.
Similarly, functional polyurea (P-UR) was synthesized using
melamine and hexamethylene diisocyanate as reactants under
the same reaction conditions as those used for P-UT. End
functional polyurethane−urea (P-UT−UR) was synthesized by

employing phloroglucinol and melamine in the molar counts
(0.97: 0.33). The synthesis schemes of all the above polymers
are shown in Scheme 1.

4.2.2. Synthesis of Pentafluorophenyl Isocyanate-Termi-
nated Polyurethane (PFI−P-UT). The obtained P-UT (1 mol)
was dissolved in a minimum amount of DMF solution to form
a clear solution (apparatus: 250 mL round bottom flask). 1.0
mol pentafluoro isocyanate was taken in a dropping funnel and
added dropwise to an RB flask at 125 °C with continuous
stirring under a N2 atmosphere. After 5 h, the clear reaction
mixture was poured to 3 L of ice cold water with vigorous
stirring to form a precipitate. The precipitate was filtered and
dried at 120 °C under vacuum for 18 h and subjected to
various analyses. Similarly, the pentafluorophenyl isocyanate-
terminated polyurethane−urea hybrid (PFI−P-UT−UR) was
synthesized from P-UT−UR (1 mol) by following the same
procedure as discussed above. The final precipitate was filtered
and dried at 120 °C under vacuum. Scheme 2 shows the
synthesis of PFI−P-UT and PFI−P-UT−UR.

4.3. Instrumental Techniques. FT-IR characterization of
polymers was performed using a PerkinElmer Spectrum GX-A
FTIR spectrophotometer. The analysis was carried out in the
wavenumber range of 4000−400 cm−1 with a resolution of 4
cm−1. 1H NMR spectroscopy of polymers was carried out using
a Bruker AVANCE spectrometer with CDCl3 as solvent at a
frequency of 300 MHz. TGA was carried out on a TA
instrument, model SDT-2960. The temperature range of the
analysis was 30−900 °C in a nitrogen atmosphere at a heating
rate of 10 °C per minute. DSC studies were conducted on a
TA instrument model 2920 modulated differential scanning
calorimeter at a heating rate of 10 °C/min under a N2
atmosphere. The surface morphology of materials was traced
by FESEM on a Hitachi SU6600 variable pressure field-
emission scanning electron microscope instrument. AFM
analysis was carried out on an AFM instrument (Agilent

Scheme 2. Synthesis of End-Terminated PFI−P-UT and PFI−P-UT−UR from Previously Synthesized P-UT and P-UT−UR
End-Functional Polymers
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Technologies 5500). The static CAs of the P-UT films were
measured with a Data Physics contact angle instrument
OCA85 15EC (Drop size-5 μL, curve-fitting method). The
transparency of P-UTs was measured by solid-state UV−vis
spectroscopy using a PerkinElmer LAMDA 950 instrument.
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